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Good MornING Asia - 24 July 2019
The balance of economic risks remains tipped towards growth as
reflected by another downgrade of the IMF's global growth outlook.
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ASEAN Morning Bytes
General market tone: Risk-on. Hopes for headway on the trade deal is
likely to lift risk sentiment somewhat, yet caution prevails ahead of the
ECB this…

EM Space: Risk taking to return as US and China expected to
resume talks next week

General Asia:  The US will send Larry Kudlow to Shanghai next week to resume trade talks
with China, boosting sentiment on Wednesday but traders remain anxious ahead of the ECB
meeting and the Fed meeting next week. The balance of economic risks remains tipped
towards growth as reflected by another downgrade by the IMF of its global growth outlook.
Thailand: In its just-concluded review of Thailand’s economy the IMF urged the authorities
for an expansionary mix of fiscal and monetary policies as well as fiscal and structural
reforms to reduce macroeconomic imbalances and promote inclusive, long-run growth (see
press release). While with the weak coalition government of Prime Minister Prayuth is likely
to face a headwind in his push for fiscal stimulus through infrastructure spending, the
monetary policy will have to do all the heavy lifting for now to arrest the ongoing economic
slowdown.
Malaysia: June CPI is due today. Underlying the consensus of a sharp inflation spike to 1.5%
year-on-year in June from 0.2% in the previous is the normalization of a base from the
elimination of GST in June 2018. However, inflation has surprised on the downside in 10 out
of the last 12 months, while falling fuel prices subject today’s data to the same risk. ING

https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2019/07/22/pr19294-thailand-imf-staff-concludes-visit?cid=em-COM-123-39208
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forecast is 1.1%. We see average annual inflation this year staying close to the low end of
the central bank’s (BNM) 0.7-1.7% forecast range (-0.1% in first five months), allowing
enough policy space for the BNM if it needs to cut rates further. 
Indonesia: Re-elected President Jokowi has been on the charming offensive, drawing in big
business investment to help push economic growth. And his efforts are bearing fruits.
Having secured a gas field investment from Japan, Jokowi is now targeting investors from
Saudi Arabia. He is also pushing for lower corporate taxes and easing the labor as well as
foreign ownership laws. The potential sizeable foreign investments inflows into Indonesia
should help to stabilize the IDR and thus allow the central bank to pursue the more growth-
boosting monetary policy.
Philippines: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) Governor Diokno sees inflation slipping below
2% in the third quarter on normalized supply conditions and the high base year effect. The
inflation spike in 2018 was caused largely by supply bottlenecks and surprise reductions in
reserves in 1Q 2018, though price pressures abated quickly.  Stalling inflation should give the
BSP more policy scope to cut rates further with likely 25 bps reduction at the August
meeting.

What to look out for: Regional inflation data and geopolitical
tension

Malaysia inflation (24 July)
US durable goods (25 July)
South Korea GDP (25 July)
Hong Kong trade (25 July)
ECB meeting (25 July)
Japan inflation (26 July)
US GDP (26 July)
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China changing how it eases
The Chinese central bank has injected liquidity using its medium-term
lending facility (MLF) and targeted medium-term lending facility
(TMLF), eschewing…

Source: Shutterstock

PBoC's MLF and TMLF liquidity injection is merely liquidity
replenishment
The People's Bank of China added liquidity today using unconventional tools. Its medium term
lending facility provided CNY200 billion while its targeted medium term lending facility
added CNY297.7 billion, both for one year at interest rates of 3.3% and 3.15%, respectively. TMLF
funding can be rolled over twice and so is viewed as a three year liquidity injection with an annual
interest rate of 3.15%.

Still, these combined liquidity injections only offset part of the liquidity that matured today. The
net result is still an absorption of CNY164.3 billion.
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Source: ING, Bloomberg

Still an easing signal
We consider this liquidity management exercise to be the start of the easing cycle:

The newly added liquidity is cheaper in terms of interest costs. Borrowing via MLF and TMLF1.
for one-year at 3.3% and 3.15%, respectively, is cheaper than interbank borrowing at 3.1%
for three months.
The injection via MLF and TMLF, though, was a net absorption of liquidity, and saw the three-2.
month interbank interest rate move lower, from 3.4% on Monday to 3.1% today.
The use of MLF and TMLF replaces regular open market operations - the duration of the3.
liquidity injection is longer and therefore liquidity in the market should be more stable.

When will the PBoC cut the RRR? Or will it cut at all?
Regular liquidity injections into the system via MLF and TMLF once a quarter are unlikely to be
sufficient to suppress the upward pressure on interest rates due to funding demand
for infrastructure investment projects. 

We have yet to see any RRR cut from the PBoC. But the central bank can't wait much longer if it
wants to support the economy, which is being squeezed further by the trade and technology war.

While China has signalled it may be prepared to import US agricultural products again, we still
haven't seen concrete action here. And even if there is action, concessions made from the US are
likely to be limited. As long as Huawei remains on the US's "entity list", China will continue to set a
strong tone in the negotiations. This means the trade truce will likely continue without material
improvement.

The Chinese economy will need more liquidity and lower interest rates in 2H19 to support
investment in infrastructure projects.

We expect two 0.5 percentage point RRR cuts together with 5bp cuts in the benchmark rate in 3Q
and 4Q, respectively. The benchmark rate cuts will send a signal to the market that the PBoC is
easing, and could help the market to form self-fulfilling easing expectations, which should push
down interest rates further.

It's possible that the PBoC won't cut the RRR as this could result in a large and rigid change in the
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system's liquidity, which would be very difficult to reverse. More frequent MLF and TMLF injections
could replace RRR cuts instead. But equally, RRR cuts would send a strong message to the market
that the central bank is serious about easing. The choice will really depend on the pace of
growth in 2H19.

USD/CNY won't cross 7
The path of USD/CNY will depend on which liquidity tools are used by the PBoC.

If there is no RRR cut in 2H19 but more frequent MLF and TMLF operations, the market may1.
not be too alarmed that the PBoC is in fact easing. The USD/CNY will be fairly stable and
range bound around 6.90.
If the central bank cuts the RRR twice in 2H19, as we expect, the market will receive a strong2.
easing signal from the central bank. This will put downward pressure on USD/CNY. But let's
not forget that the USD/CNY is not a market driven exchange rate. And, as we have argued,
the PBoC has set an invisible line at 7.0 (once in 2016 and once in 2018) because the central
bank can't afford the asset market uncertainty that would likely accompany USD/CNY
crossing this key level. So USD/CNY could weaken to 6.95 but is unlikely to touch 7.0.
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